
Data management tips

Questions to ask yourself

Are my files organised in a way that I can easily find  what I am searching for?

What information would I need to understand and use my data in 20 years?

Could others understand and use my data?

GOAL of good data management 

→ optimise the discovery & reuse of data

File naming

P05_RNAseq-bat3_v03-02_20210121_KH.csv

project 

number/

acronym*

describing 

name *if applicable

version*

minor changemajor change

date

YYYY-MM-DD

YYYY-YYYY

initials 

creator

− use unique, meaningful names

− not too long (not >30-40 characters)

− no spaces, dots, or special 

characters (£"$%!”&*^()+=[]:{}~@)

− hyphens (-) & underscores (_) to 

separate elements

General naming tips

for folders & files

Folder structure

− find the balance between a 

shallow & deep folder hierarchy

▪ too deep → too many clicks 

might be needed to get to 

the right file

▪ too shallow → too many files 

might end up in one folder 

(organise them in subfolders)

01_Project_name

01_Organisation

02_Raw_data

03_Analysis

05_Writing

01_Grant

02_Shipping

01_Experiment_X 2021_01_22

01_Experiment_X 01_Filtering

02_Figures

01_Abstract

02_Introduction

01_load_data.ipynb

tmp
store
out

ref 1: pipeline 
structure

Readme.txt

project 
description

description of 
experiments

2021_02_12

inhouse

public database_A

02_Pipeline_A 01_Code

02_Pipeline

03_Output

01_load_data

04_Literature

Readme.txt

experimental data 
can be sorted by date

keep your 
raw data 

separately 

06_Archive

separate 
ongoing & 
complete 

work

− folders can be set up by:

▪ project, experiment,…

▪ time (year, month, day)

▪ data type (e.g. documents, 

scripts, figures,…)

shallow deep

Metadata

Which information is necessary to interpret, 

understand, and use a given dataset?
Who has created the data?

What is the content of the data?

Which questions have been answered? 

When were the data created?

How were the data developed (methods)?

Why were the data developed?

With whom can the data be shared?

Important information

@Kira Höffler
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readme.txt files

can be used to describe 

projects, folders, and files

number your 
main folders


